CONTRIBUTION OF COCONUT FARMING ON HOUSEHOLD FARMER INCOME IN BUGEL VILLAGE PANJATAN DISTRICT KULON PROGO REGENCY. 2019. BIMA ANDREANO. (Supervised by SRIYADI & NUR RAHMAWATI). This study aims to determine the amount of farmers income in coconut farming and analyze the contribution of coconut farming to household farmers income in the village of Bugel, Panjatan District. This research uses a descriptive method with a quantitative approach to the analysis of farm income and the magnitude contribution of coconut farming. Data collection was carried out through interviews with 60 coconut farmers who were chosen purposive on the advice of extension agents and coconut tree pickers. The results showed that the income of coconut farming in Bugel village 2.043 m² / year was Rp 11,458,709. The contribution of coconut farming in the amount of 50.61% of the household income of farmers in the village of Bugel originating from on-farm, off-farm, and non-farm activities, is included in the low category.
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